
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Define Resistance.

 b) Unit of current is _______. 

 c) Draw Resistances in parallel  

 d) In lead acid battery negative plate is made 
of ________.

 e) Secondary cell can be charged /recharged.

 f) To Resistances of 3and 5 are 

connected in series their total resistance is 

________

 g) Maximum value of power factor is ______.

 h) Fleming's Right hand rule is used for motor 
T/F.
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 xv) Explain M.M.F and reluctance in magnetic 
circuit.

SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 With the help of neat diagram explain working, 
principle and construction of lead acid battery. 

Q.4 Explain star to delta and deta to star 
transformation.

Q.5 Compare electric circuit with magnetic circuit.

Q.6 Give advantages of three phase  A.C over 
single phase A.C

Q.7 Explain two watt meter method to measure 
power in 3 phase balanced load.
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 ii)  Explain connection of resisttances in series 
and parallel.

 iii) Explain any one method to charge lead acid 
battery.

 iv) Explain Ohm's Law

 v) Define KCL and KVL.

 vi) Define R.M.S value and average value of 
an alternating current.

 vii) Explain concept of eddy currents.

 viii) Define Norton theorm.   

 ix) Explain grouping of cells in series and 
parallel.

 x) Explain A.C when applied to pure 
resistance.

 xi) Explain and draw Impedance Triangle.

 xii) Explain force on a conductor when placed 
in magnetic field.

 xiii) Write down relationship of voltage and 
current for balanced star connected 
system.

 xiv) Explain Faraday's laws of electromagnetic 
induction.
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 i) Define frequency of an A.C

 j) Reciprocal of Resistance is_________.

 k) In resistive Circuit power factor is_______.

 l) Power consumed by pure inductor 
is________.

 m) When series resance occurs current 
flowing is minimum or maximum. 

 n) Maximum Value of power factor is_______.

 o) Define amplitude of A.C.

 p) What are eddy currents?

 q) In pure Capacitor current leads voltage by 
phase angle of ________ Radians.

 r) In Star  connection line current = 
_______current.

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Give advantages of electrical energy over 
other forms of energy.
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